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lecturers

“

lecturers EXPERIENCE

Students will benefit from the world-class expertise of lecturers including:
{{ Johann Graf Lambsdorff (Professor of Economic Theory, University
of Passau)

Heike J. Boehme
Qualified attorney, Chief Operating Officer

Teaching hinges on teaching both content and skills.
I want my students to develop a holistic approach of
addressing corruption risks: to understand the legal
bases and to make connections with people, to
understand the reasoning for their actions. I share
my broad practical experience from a legal advisory
and in-house perspective, from the industry and
the NGO sector. But good teaching also depends
upon intellectual exchange - the interactions with
professionals of diverse backgrounds at the IMACC
classroom offer exactly that!

{{ Kristy Grant-Hart (Founder and CEO, Spark Compliance Consulting)
{{ experts from the Basel Institute on Governance.

benefits
yy Earn an internationally recognized Master of Arts
degree with 120 ECTS credits while building/continuing
your professional career
yy Learn through synchronous and asynchronous online methods
with maximum flexibility
yy Deepen your knowledge of business sector anti-corruption
compliance and collective action using ethics, law, economics,
behavioural sciences, audit, and compliance management,
anti-money laundering, procurement etc.
yy Implement global best practices in anti-corruption and
compliance within domestic and transnational regulatory
frameworks, for both private and state-run businesses
yy Enhance your skills in identifying and mitigating various types
of risks, and conducting internal investigations
yy Strengthen your practical skills through methodologies and
tools provided during the compliance labs
yy Share and learn with business sector peers from across the
globe
yy Develop new ideas for initiating and managing collective
action initiatives against corruption
yy Contribute to your organization and sector through a
practical expert-guided final thesis

structure
IACA’s IMACC is a two-year programme consisting of seven modules and
a master’s thesis.
Four modules are completed in the first academic year, followed by three
modules and the master’s thesis in the second year.
Each module runs in 11 to 13 weeks. The modules comprise of several
core module and stand-alone courses, and practical compliance
projects and labs. They are composed of self-study readings, interactive
presentations, discussion forums, self-assessment, group works, live
sessions, written assignments, webinars, etc.
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“

Michael Hershman
Co-founder of Transparency International and
Chairperson of IACA’s International Senior Advisory Board

“

The International Anti-Corruption Academy once
again demonstrates its innovative approach to
ethics and good governance by announcing the
start of the new master’s degree programme in
anti-corruption compliance and collective action.
The curriculum for this programme is designed for
compliance and ethics professionals who want
to increase their knowledge in areas such as best
practices in compliance, ethics, risk management,
internal investigations, and collective action.

Martim Della Valle
Professor of Economic Theory, University of Passau

What impressed me most about the IMACC
Program is the ability of its students to be agents of
change in their respective countries. I was fortunate
enough to lecture in two different modules. At
the final module I could see how students had
quickly matured and mastered the tools they had
learnt in the previous modules. Some had quickly
achieved important results: some had been
promoted to senior positions, some had made
career moves, some had implemented new ideas
in their organisations, some had very promising
academic projects. In terms of contents, I believe
IMACC strikes a very good balance between theory
and practice, with in depth content presented by
renowned scholars and practitioners.
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